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KEY FACTS

Original color combination of Rosso Speciale  

over Chamapgne

Desirable LP5000 QV example









H I S T O R Y

OUR QUATTROVALVOLE

Completed in February 1986 at the Sant’Agata Bolognese factory, our 
Lamborghini Countach LP5000 QV was delivered new to its first owner in 
Ontario, Canada. Finished in Rosso Speciale over a Champagne leather 
interior, this stunning and unique combination is complimented by a set of 
Campagnolo Bravo rims painted in gold. Additionally, a set of OZ five-hole 
dished rims, also finished in contrasting gold fitted with Pirelli tires. Prior to 
its current ownership, the car belonged to a collector owner for 14 years. 
The Countach is believed to have had just three owners from new and has 
been driven sparingly over the past three and a half decades, evidenced by 
the odometer showing just over 33,000 KM. It is believed the car has been 
painted just once in its life, a matter of keeping it in its current condition.

In August of 2020, the Countach was sent in for routine maintenance and 
to address several components in need of repair. At this time, a leaking 
coolant pump and accompanying seals were replaced and a new park-
ing-brake cable was installed. The Lamborghini additionally received fresh 
brake fluid, oil, and oil filter. Lastly, the control arms were replaced, and an 
alignment was performed. It has received further servicing in house with its 
current owner, who has his own mechanics on hand for his large collection.

Coming from a renowned collection, this Countach is ready for its next col-
lector owner to be enjoyed or shown.
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